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20-Sep-16

Latest Points % Chg.

NIKKEI 225 * 16412.0 (80.2) (0.5)

HANG SENG * 23504.4 (26.4) (0.1)

DOWJONES 18130.0 9.8 0.1 

NASDAQ 5241.4 6.3 0.1 

SGX NIFTY FUT* 8799.5 (3.0) (0.0)

INFY 16.1 (0.1) (0.5)

HDFC BANK 71.9 0.3 0.4 

ICICI BANK 8.0 0.0 0.5 

TATA MOTORS 41.0 (0.5) (1.3)

WIPRO 9.8 (0.1) (0.5)

DR REDDY 47.2 0.2 0.5 

* At 08:20 a.m. IST on 21-Sep-16
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EQUITY

Latest 1 Day P/E* P/B*

SENSEX 28,523.2      (0.4) 21.3 2.9

NIFTY 8,775.9        (0.4) 22.2 2.8

CNXMIDCAP 15,411.7      (0.2) 34.0 2.2

20-Sep-16

*Source: Bloomberg 
 

COMMODITIES

Latest Points % Chg.

GOLD 1316.8 1.9 0.2 

CRUDE OIL (WTI) 44.9 0.8 1.8 

CRUDE OIL (Brent) 46.5 0.6 1.3 
 

FII ACTIVITIES IN DERIVATIVES 20-Sep-16

FII Net Buy (Rs. 

Crs)

Open 

Interest

Ch. in Open 

Int. (DOD)
Index Futures (89.1) 31771.2 0.2

Index Options (1942.7) 89538.2 1.9

Stock Futures (896.1) 62614.9 0.6

Stock Options (24.3) 8592.0 0.8  
 

NET INFLOWS (Rs. Crs.) 19-Sep-16

NET MTD YTD

FII 964.3 2704.7 43372.9

MF** (172.1) (608.4) 9500.7

*YTD  From January till date **As on 16-Sep-16  

20-Sep-16

Closing % Chg.

Dollar Index 96.0 (0.03)

Rs. / $ 67.0 0.07

Rs. / EURO 74.9 0.23

Rs. / UK Sterling 86.9 (0.52)

EXCHANGE RATE

 
 

G.SEC. YIELD 20-Sep-16

Yield (%)

GS CG2025 8.2% 6.89

US 10 Year Gsec 1.69
 

MARKETS TODAY 
Markets are gearing up for a super Wed as investors await the US Fed rate 
decision.  Indian market is likely to be in wait and watch mode. Indian market 
reaction will be dependent on yen, dollar & Asian equities. Maruti is likely to 
be in focus as it is dependent on the Japanese currency. Resistance is seen at 
8845 levels & support is seen at 8806 levels. Stock watch: TeamLease, IRB, 
Monsanto, Piramal Ent, MCX, Inox. 

KEY OVERNIGHT DEVELOPMENTS 
Wall Street ended little changed on Tuesday as healthcare gains countered 
declines in energy shares, a day before highly anticipated outcomes of 
monetary policy meetings in the United States and Japan. Asian shares got off 
to a tentative start on Wed, while the yen was steady as investors braced for 
the outcome of the Bank of Japan's policy meeting amid heightened 
speculation the central bank will make crucial changes to its massive easing 
programme. MUST KNOW…. 

 Jubilant FoodWorks falls on CEO Ajay Kaul's exit (Rs.944, -6%) 

 Asian Paints rejigs shareholding in Berger International (Rs.1167, +0.3%) 

 Cadila to complete remediation for Moraiya unit by Sep: Sources (Rs.393, 
+2%) 

 Higher upgrades aiding average realisations: Mahindra Holidays (Rs.469, 
+5%) 

 Lloyd Electric gains on order win from GE Transportation (Rs.273, -0.3%) 

 Thomas Cook says demand visible in South East Asia, Oz (Rs.200, +1%) 

 L&T Construction wins orders worth Rs.1726 crore (Rs.1475, -0.35%) 

 Dr Reddy's launches generic Paricalcitol injection in US (Rs.3159, +0.07%) 

 L&T Infotech announces solutions based on Oracle IoT cloud service 
(Rs.637, -0.5%) 

 Cadila Healthcare rises, to develop chikungunya vaccine (Rs.393, +2%) 

 Expect double-digit revenue growth in FY17: VST Tillers (Rs.1914, +2%) 

 Sharon Bio up on USFDA approval for API plant in Maharashtra (Rs.10, 
+20%) 

 Expect $60 mn profit for FY18 from Zambia project: Nava Bharat (Rs.120, 
+3%) 

 Mindteck up on execution of smart parking solution for NDMC (Rs.94, 
+20%) 

 Den Networks pref issue to fund broadband expansion, pare debt (Rs.81, 
+3%) 

 Sharon Bio up on USFDA approval for API plant in Maharashtra (Rs.10, 
+20%) 

 Castrol India rises, BP offloads 8.5% stake in Indian unit (Rs.460, +9%) 

 NTPC bullish on power demand, to add 24 GW at Rs.1.6 lakh cr (Rs.153, -
1%) 

 Dalmia launches premium cement brand (Rs.1642, -3%) 

 Hotel Leela up on shareholders nod for sale of 2 properties (Rs.18, +1%) 

 Kolte-Patil Developers up, sees 20% volume growth in FY17(Rs.129, +6%) 

 On target to reach Rs.1000 cr revenue mark: Lux Industries (Rs.684, +18%) 
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Corporate Announcements & Financial Scoreboard 
 Jubilant FoodWorks falls on CEO Ajay Kaul's exit (Rs.944, -6%) 

Shares of Jubilant FoodWorks slumped Tues. Its CEO and whole-time Director Ajay Kaul has resigned 

after the Domino's Pizza and Dunkin' Donuts owner posted its worst quarterly performance in Apr-Jun 

since its listing. The company has said it has initiated process of identifying his successor but Kaul’s exit 

may not go well with investor as he was perceived as architect of strong supply chain and operation 

excellence. 

 Asian Paints rejigs shareholding in Berger International (Rs.1167, +0.3%) 

Asian Paints' step down firm Asian Paints (International) Limited (APIL), Mauritius has transferred its 

entire holding of 99.18% held in subsidiary Asian Paints (Lanka) to Singapore-based Berger 

International. Berger International Private Limited, Singapore is a wholly-owned subsidiary of APIL. 

"The transfer process has been completed on Sept 19, 2016," Asian Paints said in filing to BSE. Asian 

Paints Ltd is in the process of consolidating its investment in the overseas subsidiaries, it further said. 

 Cadila to complete remediation for Moraiya unit by Sep: Sources (Rs.393, +2%) 

Cadila is expected to complete its remediation for its Moraiya facility by Sept-end, sources say. The 

company will call the United States Food & Drugs Association (US FDA) for re-inspection in Oct. The 

company had received warning letters for Moraiya and Zyfine plants in Dec last year. Zyfine facility, 

however, will take another 3-4 moths for remediation, sources say. Moraiya facility is the most 

important unit for Cadila as it contributes nearly 60% to the US sales. The company has done 14 

product transfers from the plant and is looking to do 5-6 more on back of capacity constraints. The 

company also said that Zydus in partnership with Takeda will be looking to tackle chickungunya.  

 Higher upgrades aiding average realisations: Mahindra Holidays (Rs.469, +5%) 

Mahindra Holidays is already seeing good traction in the spa business and is now considering moving 

from rejuvenation to wellness says Chairman Arun Nanda. Nanda was speaking on media on the 

occasion of completion of 20 years in business Tues. Nanda say prices have been increased by about 

5% on a blended basis and the overall trend in average realisation is positive given higher upgrades by 

customers. Fewer products are likely to aid margins due to operating leverage, he says. He also shared 

details on new resorts under construction, the company’s target on new member additions and new 

products on offer. 

 Lloyd Electric gains on order win from GE Transportation (Rs.273, -0.3%) 

Shares of Lloyd Electric and Engineering added Tues as it has bagged order worth USD 18 mn from GE 

Transportation. GE Transportation has signed a contract with the company to supply custom designed 

air-conditioning units for the Indian Railways Marhowra Locomotive project, manufactured in 

company's factory in Bhiwadi, Rajasthan over a period of 11 years. "This project is a significant win for 

Lloyd Electric & Engineering and builds on existing business between GE Transportation and Noske-

Kaeser Rail & Vehicle New Zealand," as per company release. 
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 Thomas Cook says demand visible in South East Asia, Oz (Rs.200, +1%) 

The outlook for festive season is picking up and is looking good, says Madhavan Menon, MD of Thomas 

Cook. This is after the company witnessed two quarters of drop in demand due to terrorist attacks in 

Europe. “Over the last year, we are seeing 12% growth in forward-booking into the festive season and 

Dec,” Menon says. Demand is visible in South East Asian countries and Australia. The demand for long 

weekends in short-haul packages has also risen, which is a complete new trend for Thomas Cook. 

Destinations like Kuala Lumpur, Bangkok, Mauritius and Sri Lanka are popular for long weekends. The 

company is also working on its backend synergies to save cost with its acquisition of Kuoni. 

 L&T Construction wins orders worth Rs.1726 crore (Rs.1475, -0.35%) 

Larsen & Toubro Ltd has informed BSE regarding a Press Release dated Sept 20, 2016 titled "L&T 

Construction Wins orders valued Rs.1726 Crores". 

 Dr Reddy's launches generic Paricalcitol injection in US (Rs.3159, +0.07%) 

Drug firm Dr Reddy's Laboratories said it has launched in the US generic Paricalcitol injection used for 

treatment associated with chronic kidney disease. It has launched the injection USP in the strengths of 

2 mcg, 5 mcg and 10 mcg, Dr Reddy's Laboratories said in a filing to BSE. The company's product is 

generic version of AbbVie Inc's Zemplar injections, it added. The injection is first Abbreviated New Drug 

Application (ANDA) product launched in the US after approval from the US Food and Drug 

Administration, it said. Zemplar is indicated for the prevention and treatment of secondary 

hyperparathyroidism associated with chronic renal failure. Dr Reddy's said: "The Zemplar brand and 

generic had US sales of approximately USD 22.5 mn MAT for the most recent 12 months ending July 

2016 according to IMS Health." 

 L&T Infotech announces solutions based on Oracle IoT cloud service (Rs.637, -0.5%) 

Larsen & Toubro Infotech Ltd has informed BSE regarding a Press Release dated Sept 20, 2016 titled 

"L&T Infotech Announces Solutions Based on Oracle IoT Cloud Service". 

 Cadila Healthcare rises, to develop chikungunya vaccine (Rs.393, +2%) 

Shares of Cadila Healthcare rose Tues. Zydus Cadila has entered into agreement with Takeda 

Pharmaceutical to develop vaccine on chikungunya. The agreement includes early stage development 

to the final commercialisation of the vaccine. There is currently no vaccine to prevent or medicine to 

treat chikungunya virus infection. Pankaj R Patel, CMD, Zydus group said, "By partnering with Takeda 

on this very important research and development initiative and leveraging our development 

capabilities, we will be taking an all important step to prevent the disease burden which is highly 

prevalent in developing countries and causes suffering and disability." 

 Expect double-digit revenue growth in FY17: VST Tillers (Rs.1914, +2%) 

Tractor sales improved in the month of Aug and expect the same to continue in Sept as well, says KU 

Subbaiah, CEO of VST Tillers Tractors. He further said that tillers contribute 60% to the overall revenue. 

Therefore, expect a reasonable double-digit revenue growth in FY17. 
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 Sharon Bio up on USFDA approval for API plant in Maharashtra (Rs.10, +20%) 

Sharon Bio Medicine shares were up after the company received approval from the US health 

regulator for its plant based in Maharashtra. "...has received the establishment inspection report from 

United States Food and Drug Administration conducted during period ranging from Jun 29-Jul 7, 2015 

at API plant located at MIDC, Taloja in Maharashtra," the healthcare said in its filing. The active 

pharmaceutical ingredients (API) plant now is approved by USFDA, it added. Payment for generic drug 

user fee (GDUFA fees) is pending from the company. Therefore, supply to the United States of America 

cannot be done unless pending arrears are cleared, it said.  

 Expect $60 mn profit for FY18 from Zambia project: Nava Bharat (Rs.120, +3%) 

Nava Bharat Ventures holds 65% stake in the Zambian power plant. This project has two units of 150 

megawatt (MW) each. "One plant is already injecting power into the grid. The second unit is set for 

commissioning next month," GRK Prasad, Executive Director of the company told media. On an annual 

basis, Prasad expects USD 220 mn of revenue from this unit. He also expects net profit of USD 60 mn 

for FY18. Speaking about political instability in Zambia, he said, "Zambia has been a democratic country 

and we expect lot more stability in terms of their industrial development space as well as reform". 

 Mindteck up on execution of smart parking solution for NDMC (Rs.94, +20%) 

IT solutions provider Mindteck shares rallied Tues on implementation of smart parking solution for 

New Delhi Municipal Corporation. ".....has implemented a smart parking pilot project at Connaught 

Place, C Block, New Delhi, for New Delhi Municipal Corporation," the Bengaluru-based IT company said 

in its filing. This car occupancy detection solution uses both wi-fi camera with edge-based video 

analytics and battery-operated wireless sensors to capture car parking occupancy details, along with a 

date and time stamp. The solution includes a smart parking mobile app that enables motorists to 

navigate and zero in on the nearest parking in real-time, resulting in reduced fuel consumption and 

carbon footprint. "We are certain that this modernised parking solution will provide NDMC the much-

needed, one-stop solution to the city's growing parking woes," Yusuf Lanewala, chairman & managing 

director, Mindteck said. 

 Den Networks pref issue to fund broadband expansion, pare debt (Rs.81, +3%) 

Den Networks’ board on Tues approved preferential allotment of 1.58 crore shares at Rs.90 per share 

to Goldman Sachs. Sharing details of the issue with media CFO Manish Dawar said this will increase 

Goldman’s stake in the company to roughly 24.5%. Goldman has a seat on the company's board and 

will continue to hold it, he said. The issue totalling about Rs.142 crore will lead to equity dilution of 

about 8% and is expected to trim promoter stake in the company to 37%. Dawar said the funds raised 

through the issue will be used towards expansion of the broadband business and to pare debt. The 

company targets to limit its net debt to equity at 0.5 times, he said. Den’s current net debt-to-equity is 

at 0.3 times. 

 Sharon Bio up on USFDA approval for API plant in Maharashtra (Rs.10, +20%) 

Sharon Bio Medicine shares were up after the company received approval from the US health 

regulator for its plant based in Maharashtra. "...has received the establishment inspection report from 
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United States Food and Drug Administration conducted during period ranging from Jun 29-Jul 7, 2015 

at API plant located at MIDC, Taloja in Maharashtra," the healthcare said in its filing. The active 

pharmaceutical ingredients (API) plant now is approved by USFDA, it added. Payment for generic drug 

user fee (GDUFA fees) is pending from the company. Therefore, supply to the United States of America 

cannot be done unless pending arrears are cleared, it said. 

 Castrol India rises, BP offloads 8.5% stake in Indian unit (Rs.460, +9%) 

Shares of Castrol India rose Tues after its promoter British Petroleum sold 8.5% stake In Castrol India. 

Post sale, British energy giant now holds 51% in its Indian lubricants subsidiary. According to media, BP 

sold around 4.2 crore shares worth Rs.1898 crore trade on BSE & NSE at Rs.440.15-445.45 per share. 

Earlier, in May BP wholly owned unit Castrol Ltd on Thurs sold 11.5% stake in Castrol India and slashed 

its holding in the company to 59.42% from 70.92% for about Rs.2072 crore.  

 NTPC bullish on power demand, to add 24 GW at Rs.1.6 lakh cr (Rs.153, -1%) 

Amid global economic uncertainty, state-owned NTPC remains sanguine about domestic electricity 

demand and has planned a total capacity addition of 24 GW entailing an investment of Rs.1.6 lakh 

crore. "Various projects of the company having an aggregate capacity of around 24 GW are under 

implementation at 23 locations across the country," NTPC CMD Gurdeep Singh said while addressing 

the company AGM today. Singh said, "This (24 GW) includes 4,050 MW being undertaken by joint 

venture and subsidiary companies. This translates into a capex of about Rs.1,60,000 crore." The 

installed capacity of the NTPC group today stands at 47,228 MW, which includes 800 MW of hydro and 

360 MW of solar generation capacity. The company has planned an all-time high stand-alone capex of 

Rs.25,960 crore exceeding the MoU target of 23,000 crore (with the power ministry) and the NTPC 

group capex stood at Rs.32,091 crore last fiscal. Singh is of the view that the national trends suggest a 

promising future for NTPC despite the overall atmosphere of uncertainty in the global business 

scenario. "India is the fastest growing major economy in the world with a huge potential appetite for 

power consumption... on Sept 9, 2016, actual energy demand met in India was all-time highest at 

3,539 MU and NTPC (with group entities) contributed 866 MU (mn units)," he said. "Thus, green shoots 

are visible as far as upswing in power demand goes and this is in line with our long held expectations of 

growth." NTPC has commissioned 10,125 MW in the Twelfth Five Year Plan (2012-17) so far and aims 

to commission around 4,500 MW more during 2016-17. He also said that under UDAY scheme for 

revival of debt-laden discoms, bonds worth about Rs.1.66 lakh crore have been issued, relieving the 

balancesheets of state utilities and thereby enabling higher capacity utilisation by generators. He 

further informed shareholders that with about 7 bn metric tonnes of geological reserves estimated at 

its 10 coal blocks, NTPC expects to produce about 107 mn tonnes of coal per annum. He also told that 

the mining operations have commenced in Pakri Barwadih and the company has progressed well in 

other coal blocks too. The company has moved forward on coal freight rationalisation, thereby 

reducing coal transportation cost. With improved domestic coal supplies, NTPC has been able to 

minimise import of coal. With these steps, it has been able to reduce the tariff by 14 paise (4.3%) in 

the first quarter of 2016-17 from a year ago. 
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 Dalmia launches premium cement brand (Rs.1642, -3%) 

Dalmia Cement Bharat, country's third-largest cement group, launched a premium brand, Dalmia DSP 

Cement. Senior Executive Director and group head B K Singh told PTI that the new cement, to be first 

made available in Tamil Nadu, was developed by Dalmia's research team. The company would offer 

free service to builders, including soil testing, water test and supervisory advice, he said. Singh claimed 

this special cement would make concrete buildings more durable. It would be packed in such a way 

that the cement could be stored for a longer time even during the rainy season and moisture would 

not have any impact. K Swami Nathan, Executive Director, said Dalmia was among the top five 

companies in the industry in India. The launch of the premium variety of cement would give the 

company an opportunity to maximise customer's preference and liking, he said, adding it would be 

introduced in other states in the south in a phased manner. 

 Hotel Leela up on shareholders nod for sale of 2 properties (Rs.18, +1%) 

Hotel Leela Venture shares gained Tues on approval from shareholders for sale of two hotels. "The 

board is authorised to sale and transfer of undertaking of the company in the Chennai and/or Delhi 

Hotel Undertaking, The Leela Palace," the company said after shareholders meeting. Additionally, 

shareholders also allowed the board to make investments, give loans, guarantees and provide 

securities beyond the prescribed limits. 

 Kolte-Patil Developers up, sees 20% volume growth in FY17(Rs.129, +6%) 

Shares of Kolte-Patil Developers gained Tues on its FY17 guidance. The company is expecting to 

achieve 20% growth in volume terms and 18-20% uptick in topline in FY17. In an earnings conference 

call, the management said that it is on track for debt repayment target of Rs.100 crore. It also said that 

the company has recorded strong uptick in pre-sales by 33% on year on year basis and 17% on quarter 

on quarter basis to 0.66 mn square feet, translating into a booking value of Rs.370 crore. "This was led 

by strong response to the recent project launches at Wakad and R1 Sector in Life Republic, in addition 

to strong sales momentum in established mid-income project, Corolla," the management said. On an 

optimistic note, the company informed that collections continued to be healthy at Rs.229 crore for Q1. 

Realisations were lower in Q1FY17 on higher contribution in the Corolla Project and Q4FY16 included 

substantial sale of retail shops in Mumbai and Pune. 

 On target to reach Rs.1000 cr revenue mark: Lux Industries (Rs.684, +18%) 

In an interview to media, Sajjan Kedia, VP-Finance & Corporate Compliances at Lux Industries said 

Dankuni, West Bengal plant should be operational by Sept-end or first week of Oct. He further said 

that the capacity will increase to 1.5 mn garments per day. We make more than 100 categories of 

garments and are on target to reach Rs.1,000 crore revenue mark, said Kedia. 
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Information of Bulk Deals – 20th Sept 2016 on BSE 

Scrip name Name of Client BUY (B) /  
SELL (S) 

Quantity 
Shares 

Trade Price/  
W Avg. Price 

Apcotexind Abhiraj Atul Choksey (Huf) S 1,74,864 378.7 

Apcotexind Parul Atul Choksey S 2,70,770 378.7 

Apcotexind Saldhar Investments And Trading Company Pvt Ltd B 4,45,634 378.7 

Arnavcorp Ajay Ravindra Shah S 4,95,674 3.12 

Arnavcorp Kamleshbhai Kantibhai Lathigara B 15,82,354 3.17 

Asyl Vsl Securities Pvt Ltd B 40,000 12.05 

Bronze Shree Bhuvanakaram Tradinvest Pvt Ltd B 40,000 23.45 

Bronze Varsha Jagdishkumar Bhatia S 45,000 23.45 

Castrolind Castrol Limited S 210,95,485 434.34 

Castrolind Castrol Limited U K S 210,95,485 430.59 

Conart Pawan Gupta Huf S 58,750 36.78 

Conart Pawan Gupta Huf B 58,750 33.06 

Delta Taxus Enterprises Private Limited B 37,715 41.98 

Gujauto Him Teknoforge Ltd S 56,961 244.14 

Gujauto Venu Gupta B 10,000 242 

Kingsinfr Parni Vardhan B 77,000 12.91 

Mathewe Sunil Ghorawat . B 50,000 100.26 

Mathewe Urmila Garg S 34,900 100 

Nhcfoods Hansa Himatlal Shah S 4,88,103 17.77 

Nhcfoods Harjindersingh J Sarna B 80,292 17.8 

Octave Kamleshbhai Kantibhai Lathigara S 6,02,647 7.94 

Pankajpiyus Khengar Purshottam Gangani B 2,700 62.63 

Primesecu Chetan Rasiklal Shah B 3,00,000 21.55 

Primesecu Money Logix Securities Private Limited B 2,00,000 21.55 

Primesecu Videocon Industries Limited S 5,85,612 21.55 

Pvvinfra Jhansi Sanivarapu B 29,500 11.79 

Pvvinfra Srinivasu Appala S 25,397 11.72 

Satya Immortal Marketing Private Limited S 30,609 8.87 

Scanpgeom Karnavati Infrastructure Projects Ltd S 2,00,000 22.05 

Scanpgeom Rajesh Chandubhai Thakkar B 2,00,000 22.08 

Shiva Dhiren Dharamdas Agrawal (Huf) B 2,04,500 21.02 

Shiva Ruchirani Purvesh Shah S 50,000 20.94 

Sprayking Anjali Madan Kamat B 30,000 21.42 

Sprayking Madan Krishna Kamat B 30,000 21.32 

Srl Hem Chand Jain B 1,44,000 15 

Srl Prateek Jain B 1,44,000 15 

Srl Santosh Bhansali S 2,88,000 15 

Sunilhitec Ratnakar Manikrao Gutte S 1,09,156 288.99 

Suprdom Rameshbhai Vallabhbhai Patel S 54,965 4.21 

Ttil Vipul Bhagwandas Shah S 21,502 26.7 
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Virinchi Manu Gopaldas Chhabria S 95,500 84.7 

Yarnsyn Mamta Sancheti S 20,000 6.35 

Yarnsyn Rekha Jain B 24,720 6.35 

 

Information Of Bulk Deals – 20th Sept 2016 On NSE 

Scrip name Name of Client BUY (B) /  
SELL (S) 

Quantity 
Shares 

Trade Price/  
W Avg. Price 

Mitcon Con & Eng Ser Ltd Agarwal Govind Ashokkumar B 650000 66 

Mitcon Con & Eng Ser Ltd Icici Bank Ltd. (Investment) S 734000 66 

Mukand Limited Isarnan Steel And Minerals Private Limited B 738810 64.7 

Mukand Limited Shah Czaee Suketu B 918140 64.7 

Mukand Limited Vir Rishabh Sukumar B 1826400 64.7 

Mukand Limited Suketu Shah S 3483350 64.7 

Oriental Trimex Limited Krunal Vadilal Shah S 101003 10.05 

Prime Securities Limited Bakulesh Trambaklal Shah B 500000 21.1 

Prime Securities Limited Videocon Indusrties Ltd. S 600000 21.15 

Vakrangee Limited Credit Suisse (Singapore) Ltd A/C Credit Suisse Sng B 4425000 227 

Vakrangee Limited Newtree Trading Company Private Limited S 4425000 227 

Vikas Ecotech Limited SAHYOG CREDITS LIMITED B 1300000 14.3 
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Disclosures Under SEBI (Prohibition Of Insider Trading) Regulations, 2015 

Company Name Name of Acquirer / Seller Securities Held 
pre Transaction 

Securities Acquired / Disposed 
 
     Number          Value            Transaction  
                                                           Type 

Securities held 
post Transaction 

Period  

Dabur India Ltd. P D Narang 3909700 (0.22)  39,427  11599356.54 Disposal 3870273 (0.21)  19/09/2016  

Castrol India Ltd. Castrol Ltd 293875282 (59.42)  4,21,90,970  18246195894.34 Disposal 251684312 (50.89)  20/09/2016  

Dish Tv India Ltd. Gurpreet Singh 25831 (-)  2,500  255000 Disposal 23331 (-)  19/09/2016  

Transport Corporation Of India 
Ltd. 

Ishwar Singh Sigar 47291 (0.06)  7,291  1444200 Disposal 40000 (0.05)  19/09/2016  

Adani Ports And Special 
Economic Zone Ltd. 

Universal Trade And Investments Ltd 13651352 (0.66)  3,58,285  98657215 Acquisition 14009637 (0.68)  19/09/2016  

Asian Hotels (West) Ltd. Sandeep Gupta 274952 (2.40)  6,382  1088052.98 Acquisition 281334 (2.45)  19/09/2016  

Prakash Constrowell Ltd. Aruna P Laddha 35675766 (28.39)  11,24,836  21720582.63 Disposal 34550930 (27.50)  19/09/2016  

Prakash Constrowell Ltd. Prakash P Laddha 26627253 (21.21)  5,00,000  9650000 Disposal 26127253 (20.78)  19/09/2016  

Steel Strips Wheels Ltd.-$ Manohar Lal Jain 27000 (0.17)  333  193810.04 Disposal 26667 (0.17)  19/09/2016  

Hcl Technologies Ltd. Mukesh Gupta 20600 (-)  300  233441 Disposal 20300 (-)  15/09/2016  

Hcl Technologies Ltd. Prahlad Rai Bansal 23204 (-)  15,000  11802866 Disposal 8204 (-)  16/09/2016  

Hcl Technologies Ltd. Anup Dutta 97622 (-)  4,000  3143000 Disposal 93622 (-)  16/09/2016  

Hcl Technologies Ltd. Anup Dutta 93622 (-)  6,000  4756230 Disposal 87622 (-)  19/09/2016  

Info Edge (India) Ltd. Naresh Chand Gupta 37195 (0.03)  23,000  19487574 Disposal 14195 (0.01)  16/09/2016  

Rbl Bank Ltd Manan Mehta 29325 (-)  10,000  2990000 Disposal 19325 (-)  15/09/2016  

Rbl Bank Ltd Satyanarayana Perala 16000 (-)  1,500  454625 Disposal 14500 (-)  16/09/2016  

Rbl Bank Ltd Veronica Pinto 154670 (-)  5,000  1527000 Disposal 149670 (0.04)  16/09/2016  

Eclerx Services Ltd. Rohitash Gupta 60000 (0.15)  2,277  3529350 Disposal 57723 (0.15)  20/09/2016  

Kotak Mahindra Bank Ltd. Vinod Chauhan 56160 (-)  3,000  2315874.35 Disposal 53160 (-)  16/08/2016  

Kotak Mahindra Bank Ltd. Swapnil Sarode 30636 (-)  1,500  1226700 Disposal 29136 (-)  16/09/2016  

Aurobindo Pharma Ltd. Janarshana Rao Vascuri 1500 (-)  1,500  1207920 Disposal (-)  19/09/2016  

Pondy Oxides & Chemicals Ltd. Ardee Industries Pvt Ltd 71555 (1.28)  8,694  1423404 Disposal 62861 (1.13)  19/09/2016  

Hcl Technologies Ltd. Anup Dutta 93622 (-)  6,000  4756230 Disposal 87622 (-)  19/09/2016  

Transport Corporation Of India 
Ltd. 

Ishwar Singh Sigar 47291 (0.06)  7,291  1444200 Disposal 40000 (0.05)  19/09/2016  

Pondy Oxides & Chemicals Ltd. Ardee Industries Pvt Ltd 71555 (1.28)  8,694  1423404 Disposal 62861 (1.13)  19/09/2016  
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Info Edge (India) Ltd. Naresh Chand Gupta 37195 (0.03)  23,000  19487574 Disposal 14195 (0.01)  16/09/2016  

Dish Tv India Ltd. Gurpreet Singh 25831 (-)  2,500  255000 Disposal 23331 (-)  19/09/2016  

Adani Ports And Special 
Economic Zone Ltd. 

Universal Trade And Investments Ltd 13651352 (0.66)  3,58,285  98657215 Acquisition 14009637 (0.68)  19/09/2016  

Eclerx Services Ltd. Rohitash Gupta 60000 (0.15)  2,277  3529350 Disposal 57723 (0.15)  20/09/2016  

Asian Hotels (West) Ltd. Sandeep Gupta 274952 (2.40)  6,382  1088052.98 Acquisition 281334 (2.45)  19/09/2016  

Prakash Constrowell Ltd. Aruna P Laddha 35675766 (28.39)  11,24,836  21720582.63 Disposal 34550930 (27.50)  19/09/2016  

Prakash Constrowell Ltd. Prakash P Laddha 26627253 (21.21)  5,00,000  9650000 Disposal 26127253 (20.78)  19/09/2016  

Rbl Bank Ltd Manan Mehta 29325 (-)  10,000  2990000 Disposal 19325 (-)  15/09/2016  

Rbl Bank Ltd Satyanarayana Perala 16000 (-)  1,500  454625 Disposal 14500 (-)  16/09/2016  

Rbl Bank Ltd Veronica Pinto 154670 (-)  5,000  1527000 Disposal 149670 (0.04)  16/09/2016  
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Rating Scale   
This is a guide to the rating system used by our Institutional Research Team. Our rating system comprises of six 
rating categories, with a corresponding risk rating. 

Risk Rating  
Risk Description Predictability of Earnings / Dividends; Price Volatility 

Low Risk High predictability/ Low volatility 

Medium Risk Moderate predictability / volatility 

High Risk Low predictability/ High volatility 
 

Total Expected Return Matrix  
Rating  Low Risk Medium Risk High Risk 

Buy Over 15 % Over 20% Over 25% 

Accumulate 10 % to 15 % 15% to 20% 20% to 25% 

Hold 0% to 10 % 0% to 15% 0% to 20% 

Sell Negative Returns Negative Returns Negative Returns 

Neutral Not Applicable Not Applicable Not Applicable 

Not Rated Not Applicable Not Applicable Not Applicable 

Please Note  

 Recommendations with “Neutral” Rating imply reversal of our earlier opinion (i.e. Book Profits / Losses). 

** Indicates that the stock is illiquid With a view to combat the higher acquisition cost for illiquid stocks; we have 
        enhanced our return criteria for such stocks by five percentage points.  

“Desk Research Call” is based on the publicly available information on the companies we find interesting and are quoting at 
attractive valuations. While we do not claim that we have compiled information based on our meeting with the management, 
we have taken enough care to ensure that the content of the report is reliable. Although we have christened the report as 
“Desk Research Calls” (DRC), we intend to release regular updates on the company as is done in our other rated calls. 

For any information or suggestion, please contact the below mentioned… 

Nishita Shah (nishita.sshah@sushilfinance.com) 
 

Sushil Financial Services Private Limited 
   Member BSE: SEBI Regn.No. INB/F010982338 | Member NSE: SEBI Regn.No.INB/F230607435. 

Office: 12, Homji Street, Fort, Mumbai 400 001. Phone +91 22 4093 6000 Fax +91 22 2266 5758 

 

 

“Research Analyst – SEBI Registration No. INH000000867” 

 

Disclaimer 

This report has been furnished to you for your general information only and should not be reproduced, re-circulated, published in any media, 

website or otherwise, in any form or manner, in part or as a whole, without the express consent in writing of Sushil Financial Services Private 

Limited. This Research Report is meant solely for use by the original recipient to whom it is sent and is not for circulation. Any unauthorized use, 

disclosure or public dissemination or copying of information (either whole or partial) contained herein is prohibited.  

This Report does not constitute a personal recommendation or take into account the particular investment objectives, financial situations, or 

needs of individual clients. The recommendations, if any, made herein are expression of views and/or opinions and should not be deemed or 

construed to be neither advice/offer for the purpose of purchase or sale of any securities mentioned herein. Past performance is not a guide for 

future performance, future returns are not guaranteed. Opinions expressed herein are subject to change without notice. Investor should rely 

on information/data arising out of their own investigations. Investors are advised to seek independent professional advice and arrive at an 

informed trading/investment decision before executing any trades or making any investments. The price and value of the investments referred 

to in this material and the income from them may go down as well as up, and investor may realize losses on any investments. This Report has 

been prepared on the basis of publicly available information, internally developed data and other sources believed by us to be reliable. Sushil 

mailto:nishita.sshah@sushilfinance.com
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Financial Services Private Limited or its directors, employees, affiliates or representatives do not assume any responsibility for, or warrant the 

accuracy, completeness, adequacy and reliability of such information / opinions / views. None of the directors, employees, affiliates or 

representatives of company shall be liable for any direct, indirect, special, incidental, consequential, punitive or exemplary damages/loss etc 

whatsoever from the information/opinions/views contained in this Report and investors are requested to use the information contained at 

their risk. We do not undertake to advise you as to any change of our views expressed in this Report. 

Sushil Financial Services Private Limited (SFSPL) and its connected companies, and their respective Directors, Officers and employees or their 

relative, may have a long or short position in the subject companies mentioned in the report and it may not be construed as potential conflict 

of interest with respect to any recommendation and related information and opinions. Reports based on technical and derivative analysis 

center on studying charts company’s price movement, outstanding positions and trading volume, as opposed to focusing on a company’s 

fundamentals and, as such, may not match with a report on a company’s fundamental analysis. SFPSL has different business segments/Divisions 

with independent research separated by Chinese walls catering to different set of customers having various objectives, risk profiles, investment 

horizon, etc. and therefore may at times have different contrary views on stocks sector and markets. Research Report may differ between 

SFSPL’s RAs on account of differences in research methodology, personal judgment and difference in time horizons for which recommendations 

are made. User should keep this risk in mind and not hold - SFSPL, its employees and associates responsible for any losses, damages of any type 

whatsoever.  

This Report is not intended to be a complete statement or summary of the securities, market or developments referred to in this document. 

SFSPL or its affiliates or employees are under no obligation to update the information. SFSPL or its affiliates or employees shall not be in any 

way responsible and liable for any loss or damage that may arise to any person from any inadvertent error in the information contained in this 

report. 

SFSPL or its affiliates and/or its employees may have financial interest in the subject companies. SFSPL or its affiliates and/or employees may 

have beneficial ownership of one per cent or more securities of the subject company, at the end of the month immediately preceding the date 

of publication of the research report. 

SFSPL or its associates or its Research Analyst have not received any compensation or other benefits from the subject companies or third party 

in connection with the research report. SFSPL/its Associates/ Research Analyst/ his Relatives may have any other material conflict of interest at 

the time of publication of the research report  

SFSPL/its Associates/ Research Analyst/ his Relatives have not managed or co-managed public offering of securities, have not received 

compensation for investment banking or merchant banking or brokerage services, have not received any compensation for product or services 

other than investment banking or merchant banking or brokerage services from the subject companies in the last twelve months. 

There are no material disciplinary action that been taken by any regulatory authority impacting equity research analysis activities. 

 


